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FINAL REPORT

This report summarizes the research results obtained in the past three years, and sup-

ported by 4he-above grant from the U.S. Army Research Office. Only the main results are

summarized and for the details the reader is referred to the appropriate publications. All refer-

ences here refer to our publications, a list of which is included at the end of this report. Also

included at the end of the report are the abstracts of the publications.

The main focus of this project was the evaluation of high resolution spectrum estimation

methods with particular emphasis on state space based methods. Of particular interest are

minite precision ettects (numencal issues), and the statistical efficiency of high resolution

methods. We believe our results have in a significant manner he!ped in the understanding of

these methods. The results are divided into and discussed under three categories: Spectrum

Estimation, Array processing and Floating Point arithmetic.

Spectrum Estimation:

In this area, the problem of frequency estimation of sinusoids from time series is considered.

Of particular interest is the estimation of frequencies from short and noisy data records.

Fourier based methods have many deficiencies and are not appropriate in this context. On the

other hand, model based methods have proven to have high resolution capabilty and have

attracted a great deal of interest. Nume .-!s ,,Iodel based methods have been developed and

applied to the problem of frequency estimation. Of particular interest are Singuila,, Value

Decomposition (SVD) based methods which show great promise. Such methods are analyzed

in our work with particular attention being paid to state space based methods, i.e. methods

developed using a state space representation for the models. The main results in this context

are as follows:

1. Evaluation of model based methods is fairly involved, and in a great deal of the existing

work, computer simulations have been used to support the methods. In this research, an

insightful approach to evaluate the methods has been developed. It was recognized that most
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model based methods can be divided into two distinct steps. Step 1 consists of estimating the

parameters of the -rodel from the given data, and Step II consists of extracting the required

information, frequency estimates in this case, from the estimated parameters. Both steps are

importanL to the overall quality of the estimate. Step I requires reliable estimation of the

parameter set, and Step II requires that the parameter set have low parameter sensitivity. An

evaluation of both steps are conducted to obtain insight into SVD based methods. A more

extensive discussion of the pros and cons of such an evaluation can be found in [7,13,2,4,1].

2. The two step analysis was first applied to the SVD based method of Tufts and Kumaresan.

In this method, the linear predictability of sinusoids is exploited to obtain the frequency est-

mates. The procedure consists of first estimating the linear prediction parameters using a SVD

based approach, and then estimating the frequencies from the roots of the linear prediction

polynomial. It was shown that for step 1I, the parameter sensitivity, a large polynomial along

with the minimum norm solution are the key. This allows the redundant roots of the polyno-

mial to play an important role in reducing the sensitivity of the desired roots to perturbations

in the coefficients [7,2,.4]. In Step 1, for reliable estimation, it is shown that the continuity of

the generalized inverse and the concept of angle between subspaces play an important role.

The continuity concept helps explain the need for a low rank approximation in the estimation

process. and the quality of the approximation is appraised using the concept of angle between

subspaces [7,2,41.

3. Step I, reliable estimation is further explored in [1] and [3,61. In [1], it is shown that the

least squares problem solved in the Kumaresan-Proay approach can be ill-conditioned leading

to degradation in the quality of the estimates. In particular, this provided a theoretical explana-

tion to a strange behavior that was observed by others when the method was used for direc-

tion finding, namely that for a particular two source scenario the performance degraded as the

separation increased as opposed to improving as is usually the case. In [6,31, the concept of

angle between subspaces is further explored. This concept provides a procedure to decide

when SVD based methods fail, i.e. gives an indication of the theoretical limits of SVD based
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methods. Also it was found that existing SVD based model based methods did not exploit the

information in the singular vectors maximally. In [61, a non-linear method starting from the

singular vectors was developed. The method consisted of fitting a structured subspace to the

space span.',d by the principal singular vectors. The subspace fitting method turns out to be

better than the existing SVD methods but is computationally more intense. However, the ideas

developed provide important insight namely that the existing methods do not necessarily make

the best use of the principal singular vectors.

4. The state space methods are studied in [2,13,4]. The approach differs from the Tufts and

Kumaresan approach in the fact that it is based on a state space parameterization of the model

instead of the polynomial parameterization. The state space methods use a SVD 1-se.

approach to estimate a state transition matrix, and the frequency estimates are obtained from

the eigenvalues of the matrix. The issues related to estimation, step I, turn out to be the same

as before and so only parzimeter sensitivity, Step II. is examined in detail. It is shown in the

context of sinusoid frequency estimation that from -. parameter sensitivity point of view the

best state transition matrix to estimate is an unitary matrix. Procedures to estimate such uni-

tary matrices are then explored. It is shown that the Toepiitz Approximation Method (TAM)

and the Direct Data Approximation (DDA), two existing methods do estimate such robust

matrices in a reliable manner [2,13.4].

5. In [5], attempts to further improve the estimation procedure are made. The fact that the

matrix obtained using TAM is ideally unitary is incorporated. This leads to a constrained least

squares problem with a fairly simple solution [5].

6. Interesting connections between state space methods and the Matrix Pencil approach are

shown in [18]. It is shown that the state space approach and the Matrix Pencil approach are

very closely related [18] in that if the state space method can be viewed as estimating a

matrix F=AB, then the matrix pencil method amounts to estimating F=BA. Note that the

nonzero eigzenvalues of .AB and BA are the same leading to the same frequency estimates. This

implies that the performance of the two methods are nearly identical. The superiority of State
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Space methods over the polynomial approach, e.g. Tufts and Kumaresan method, follow from

the results of Hua and Sarkar who show that Matrix Pencil methods are usually superior or

comparable in performance statistically to polynomial methods. In addidon to the statistical

performance, state space methods are often computationally more desirable. One particularly

advantageous feature of state space methods is that extracting the frequency estimate from the

model parameters is much simpler.

7. In addition to the sinusoid problem, the state space formulation has wider applicability and

these are highlighted in [2,20]. The applications of state space ideas to variety of problems,

e.g. estimating parameters of damped exponentials, ARMA power spectrum etc. are discussed.

A key outcome of this research is evidence to indicate that the state space formulism offers

numerous advantages. For instance, it provides a convenient framework for exposing struc-

ture inherent in signal processing problems. Also the flexibity it provides in the parameter

domain can be exploited to lo'.'er parameter sensitivity. Furthermore reliable methods exist to

estimate these robust parameter sets. All these attributes are very beneficial to signal process-

ing algorithms.

Suibspacc. Based Array Processing:

Similar to methods in spectrum estimation, methods based on SVD or Eigen decomposition

are popular for the problem of direction finding or the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation

problem using a sensor array. In this problem the data consists of the array output at ditferent

time instants. The output of the array at any time instant is referred to as a snapshot. Using

the snapshots, an estimate of the covariance matrix of the data is obtained. Then an estimate

of the DOA is obtained by using an eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix. Such

methods are often referred to as Subspace based methods. There are numerous subspace based

methods and the purpose of this research was to evaluate their pros and cons. Our research

analyzed some of the popular methods, namely MUSIC, ESPRIT, TAM and the Minimum-

Norm method, under the assumption that the snapshots were independent and that the data
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was circularly Gaussian. Also the estimate of the covariance matrix considered in the analysis

is that obtained by taking the average of the outer product of the snapshot vectors. The main

results of the analysis are as follows:

1. It is shown that for the linear equispaced sensor array case, ESPRIT can be treated via a

state space formulation. The matrix obtained using ESPRIT is shown to be related to the

matrix obtained using TAM, by a diagonal transformation. TAM and (Least Squares)

ESPRIT are shown to have identical statistical properties. Aiso Total Least Square ESPRIT

and Least Squares ESPRIT are shown to have the same asymptotic mean squared error.

Closed form expressions are derived for the mean squared error. Simple closed form expres-

sions are derived for the one and two source case leading to interesting insights [8,14].

2. For the linear equisoaccd array case, Closed form expressions for the asymptotic mean

squared error in the estimate of the direction of arrival for the Minimum-Norm method and

Root-Music are also obtained [12,17,9,15]. Root-Music is a variant of MUSIC in that the

DOA estimates are obtained from the roots of a polynomial obtained by performing a spectral

factorization of the null spectrum [9,15]. It is shown that the DOA estimates obtained using

Root-Music has a smaller mean squared error compared to the Minimum-Norm method.

Also the estimates obtained using Root-MUSIC become significantly better as the array length

increases. Simple closed form expressions are derived for the one and two source case. Simi-

lar conclusion also apply when Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT are compared. Root-MUSIC

appears to be the best of the three under the assumed conditions.

3. It was shon that in the case of Root-MUSIC, though the errors in the DOA estimates

were small, the error in the roots was large. This implies that for Root-Music the errors in

the roots were mainly radial. This observation is fairly important in that it implies trouble

when using a spectral approach. The radial errors result it, less well defined peaks. If the roots

are close together, due to the large radial error there may not even be two peaks in the spec-

trum. This in turn results in a apparent loss in resolution and a higher threshold SNR for

(spectral) MUSIC (compared to the spectral Minimum-Norm method). Also it is shown that
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asymptotically there is no difference between using a spectral approach versus using a rooting

procedure. However, for the reasons explained above, rooting is desirable for MUSIC wher-

ever possible.

In summar,, the above results provide valuable insight into the above methods in the

context of a linear equispaced sensor array and when the sources are uncorrelated or partially

correlated. To overcome the problems that arise when the sources are fully correlated, spatial

smoothing is employed. In this approach the array is divided into smaller (overlapping) subar-

rays and the overall covariance estimate obtained by averaging over the covariance estimate

obtained from each subarray [19]. The main results in the context of spatial smoothing are as

follows.

4. The statistics of the eigenvectors of a spatially smoothed forward-backward covariance

matrix are presented [191. This result is of general interest, and is used to evaluate subspace

based array processing methods. The procedure used to obtain these statistics consists of using

a first order expansion of the signal space eigenvectors. The approach is fairly general and can

be easily generalized to deal with other scenarios, i.e. effect of sensor perturbations. deter-

ministic data model etc [191.

5. The statistics are used to study the effect of spatial smoothing on Root-MUSIC and the

,..., ... r Eprcs f tK r-", sqwed e,,"r in the DOA estimates are

derived [19]. The methods are compared and it is found that spatial smoothing is more

beneficial to the Minimum-Norm method compared to MUSIC. In our earlier work it was

shown that when no smoothing was u.zed, MUSIC was ,'ipenTir to' the Minimum-Norm

method [12.171. Here it is found that by properly choosing the number of subarrays, the per-

formance of the Minimum-Norm method can be made comparable to MUSIC [19]. In the

case of MUSIC, though the DOA estimates usually tend to deteriorate as the number of subar-

rays increase, the mean square error in the roots improve. Hence, if spectral MUSIC is used.

the peaks will be sharper as the number of subarrays is increased giving the false impression

of better resolution.



6. The effect of spatial smoothing on ESPRIT is also studied. Similar to the Minimum Norm

method, spatial smoothing is beneficial to ESPRIT and significantly improves the estimates.

7. Some implementation (computer architecture) issues are also considered in [101. It is shown

that since State Space based DOA methods, and ESPRIT essentially require only matrix

operations, they are very suitable for systoliciwavefront implementation [10,201.

Finite Precision Floating Point Arithmetic:

The effect of finite precision floating point a-rithmetic in digital signal processing is not

well understood. However with the growing availability of floating point chips, understanding

the effect of finite precision floating point arithmetic is an increasingly important problem.

Our work in this area is very fundamental, and has the potential of providing insight into

many Ipplications, e.g. effect of finite precision floating point arithmetic on digital filters

[I1,161, effect of finite precision floating point arithmetic on adaptive algorithms etc. The

main results are as follows:

1. As a starting point for the study, the problem of digital filters is addressed with particular

emphasis on robust state space digital filters. In this context, fixed point arithmetic has been

extensively studied. The limited success with analyzing the effect of floating point arithmetic

on dieital filters has been due to the fact that the roundoff errors are cnrelated with the sic- !

nalk naking the analysis tractable. In our work to overcome this difficulty, a very unique

interpretation of floating point arithmetic is provided. It is shown that the inrner product a'x,

an operation basic to linear time invariant systems, when computed using finite precision

tloating point arithmetic is equivalent to (a-.a.a 'x, i.e. the exact inner product of a perturbed a

and x. This interpretation in the context of digita fi1:ers implies that the rounoff noise can be

determined by perturbing the filter parameters. It provides a strong link between coefficient

sensitivity and roundoff noise and also makes the mathematics much more tractable.

2. An expression for the variance of the output roundoff noise is derived and shown to depend

on the filter parameters, in particular the Observabilty and Controllabilty Grammians. Unlike
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in the fixed point case, the variance also depends on the input signal statistics. For the case

where double prec, -n accumulation Is used. it is shown that the optimal filters are similar to

those obtain vhen using fixed point arithmetic.
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p5tifliaiin mg init arv rmatrix and simplle procedures LO esLtmate Such a ity is both steps is desirable. in practice. this may be hard to achieve

rninix are iletitifie. F 'r the limped sinusoid and rhe gent-ral in this paper we oanidcer the prociiern f sinusoidis. damped
.%RNIA irtectritm .stunation iproblem it. is shown that the balanced sinusoids and ihen the general rational modeling (ARMIA) Problem.
-onrdlinntpts ire robt Arid reliable In all these eases we roncentrate on step II. the parameteriziation

issuie and Ittemrpt to ietitrmine robri parameter tiets. For this pr-
pose we locus our ittentiois on oLate space paramerenrization and pay
part icular ittention to balanced criordinate svsten-s :45.8!.

1. INTTRODl
T

(*TION

In reenL -karS there has 1-ne a itreat deal of interest tn model 1.SN SI R BE
based svectruim esCItimAtin meth ods I 1. They provide at tool to extend PR BE
he d ata lesoni 6e ,h~ervation interval and are capable of providing For the 5inuisoid problem, the data. is the sum of complex

high r-tsolution Fprectral stim&LatS. In this paper we conduct a humeri- exponentials. i.e-

,Ia studv .4 omne spectral estimation methods with particular yk
emphasis urn state space modeling. To begin the analysis we ncae thrat ykl 'cc

the model liaieu methods can in general be divided into two distinct
step- as in 9g (1) .21 Step I consists of estimating a, parameter set Such asignal can be modeled by a state space model

that iescriben the mnodel -nti step) 11 -nsists of determining the V', F X, (a
reievant informnation fronti the parameter ustimates. Both steps are

important to the overall su:ccss 4f the method. Il-conditioning at ti(k I h .'t (b)

,thr sep rn 1voretv ffet te -pallperfrmace f th mehod where the Pigenvalues of F are of usit amplitude and equal to e"i; 171.
%isi needs in l %,,,tied 2-1F One interestirig realization is wyhen

For -xampie in the sinusoid problem, let Pis denote the paraire-

Pr Set. bV q i .I,, and the quantity of interest are the F = draq Ice ) (2)

freqluencies s . k error AO~ in the estimate of 8 results in aL error and zI() (cc . . c,) and hs I.I). The triple I F.: lO),h)
A..in the fr'iuencv uvher,! characterize the model and are sot uii. If (FrflAIis on,

representatirin then IT ~ FT. Ti: I).A. T2 ;s .Iso -t reprsenm anont ftr
_1' At-03anyt nonsingular matrix 1. llere since the eigenivalues of F tire of

interest. .a matrix whose eigerivalues are insensitive to perturbation is

ai dlesirable for robustniess in step 11. This issue is examined in detail

1 ,3w.later. Now we present some factorizat~ions that can he 'roed to esr.i.

'16 " mate the state space parameters.

From the statit space -qiiations. for the sinuisoidanl sir~nal it can
with _10 Ireing :-in"

1 
siirolarly Here we dil use ~'t to denote be shown that

trin~ptis, ! o 'lenioe compl-x conjugate, and If to. denote V(kl - hFWzl( (3)

.2 The data Ilatnkel matrix can be (actorized into

y (0)- .- ( s- t~I I\ y (2*

I [ro), Frio). 1 2z(O1, 1- R4

'Tbis research -%5 supported in part by 'he ARMY Research
Office unde~r ';r!nt No. DA.l,-)3-c86-K-0107 and the the

\atniosal Science Fouindlation uinder Grant No. ECS-4.1037382.

Wi.1 .. iinitiu5l itherwise 'he norr i sers is the !-norm.
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ing the first p principal singular vectors ( U andV.) and pnnci.
ABSTRACT pal singular values (Z,), i.e.

In this paper, we examine the problem of evaluating the
Qualt of low rank approximants obtained using the Singular = VI'.

Value Decomposition (SVD), a commonly used procedure in and
the recently popular Substace Based methods. The concept of V

angle between subspaces is used to quantify the nature of the B = v1  ' U .
aorroximant. This measure allows one to determine when a The least square solution, denoted by x. is then determined as
SVD based procedures fails, and also suggests procedure to x-b
maximize the pertormance of these methods. The potential use X =B .
of this result is demonstrated by applying it to the problem of There are a number of examples in signal processing
estimating the frequencies of multiple sinusoids in noise, which can be treated in the above framework. e.g. estimating

the frequencies of multiple sinusoids [3,41. estimating the
direction of arrival [5.61 etc. SVD is also used extensively in

I. INTRODUCTION approximating a given matrix by a low rank matx and insome application the subspaces associated with the singular
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has become a very vectors are used for parameter estimation [12.91. Such an

popular tool in signal processing Problems. For instance it is application will be pursued in sec III.
used widely in Least Squares problems which arise naturally Inspite of the success of SVD based procedures, the ques-
in many signal processing problems. In such problems oneseek anyectr s l wicestgprobes. solvtion of evaluating the estimation procedure still remains. Some

important questions that still needs to be addressed are the fol-
A g =h. lowing:
where A is a mxn matix. is a nx vector and h is a mxt vec- a) How good is the approximant obtained by using the SVD for
tor. Of particular interest is the case when the rank of matrix A estimation problems?
is p where r < rnnim.n). The best minimum norm solution to b) When do such SVD based approximation procedures fail to
this least squares problem is given by be advantageous or useful.

These are the issues that we attempt to address in this paper.
k' =A h. Some results were first presented in [7.8.91.

where A* denotes the pseuctoinverse of A and is often com-
puted using a SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) [1.21.
Normally A and h are inexact due to the presence of noise. Let I1. MAIN RESULT
the perturbed matrix and vector be denoted by B and b respec- For evaluating the quality of the approximant. and hence
tively, i.e. the reliability of the estimation procedure, the concept of angle

between subspaces is considered in detail here. The angle
B =A -E. arid -,-between two subspaces L and ki is defined as

Usually matrix B will be full rank, i.e. rank of B is equal tor , ISinO(L.MfIL,= 11(f -Pu)P. It,= 1I/" PL It.
where , = minm.n). Under these conditions an often used pro- - I
cedure is to replace B by a p rank approximant § before taking where PM and PL are the projection operators onto the suh-
the pseudo inverse. An effective tool for such an approxima- spaces M and L respectively, and is a natural generalization of
tion is provided by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) the angle between vectors 12.10,111. If the dimension of the
11.21. If the SVD of B is given by subspaces are equal. then

=U lIP1, UM I II
Concept Consequently, the concept of angle between subspaces pro-

Where U and V are the left and right singular vectors, and E is a vides us a useful tool to characterize the difference between
diaeonal matrix contanttg the singular values in descending two subspaces. It is desirable to have 11/r"M - PL 11 t< . since this

order, i.e. a, cr, .. , The approximant is obtained by retain- ensures that no vector in the subspace m is orthogonal to a vec-
tor in the subspace L [2.10.111.

Th;s Research was suoported by the ARMY Research
Office under Grant No. DAAL-03-86-K-0107
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the problem of determining reliable model based procedures

for estimating the frequencies of sinusoids from noisy measurements. This is done by analyz-

ing the two steps involved in such a model based approach. One of the steps involves analyz-

ing the parameter sensitivity of the model parameter set, and the other involves examining the

reliability of the estimation procedure used to determine the parameter set. For this study, we

examine the usz of state space models for estimating the frequencies of .iultiple sinusoids in

noise. In particular, robust parameter sets are identified, and procedures to estimate the set are

presented. It is shown that the ideal parameter set involves estimating an unitary matrix, and

then computing its eigenvalues to obtain an estimate of the frequencies. Reliable Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) based procedures to estimate unitary or near unitary matrices

from covariance and time series data are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of model based spectral estimation procedures to produce high resolution esti-

mates from linite data records has attracted a great deal of attention [1-31. A multitude of tech-

niques have been suggested and for finite data records comparisons based on simulations have

been dcne. In ths paper, a two step procedure is u. d to study the aumenrcai issucz ;,,iokyed

in such model based methods. The main motivation for such an approach is the fact that model

based methods can in general be divided into two distinct steps as in fig.(I). Step I consists of

estimating a parameter set that describes the model, and step Il consists of determining the

relevant information from the parameter estimates. Both steps are important to the overall suc-

cess of he method. Un-conditioning at either step can adversely effect the overall perormance

of the method and needs to be avoided. Reliable estimation (Step 1) is clearly an important

issue and has been given a fair amount of attention. For example. in the dctcrminisic least

squares problem reliable estimation procedures. e.g. QR approach. SVD approach. have been

"'tis .nr'k ws -.unp)rted hv 'he \RIY rescarn office under Grant No. DAAL 03-.M6-K-)107
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ABSTRACT

In 'his papier, we suggoest a mociication of the Toe- L
ohiitz aunroximation methoct for estimnating frequencies of whose parameters may be reliabiv estimated by the
multiple sinusoids from covariance measurements. The method of Tufts and Kumaresan [.11. The roots of the
method constructs a sta te-f eedtback matrix following a polynomial formed from these parameters are ideally
low-rank approximation of the Toecilitz covariance matrix expected to be on the unit circle in the compiex plane. ana.
via singular value decomposition. Ideally, the ezgenvalues the angles that thev' make with the real axis snould equal
of this state-feedback matrix will be on the unit circle in the sinusoid frequencies.
the complex plane. and the angles that they make with the
real axis will )e equal to the unknown sinusoid frequen- 2. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION
c~es. The modification proposed here exploits this prior It turns out that the sinusoidal model is a very spe-
know lecige of The moduluis of the eigenvalues. and guaran- ilceothhaarainimoeadtatjs
Tees that ev~ n m he oresence of noise. the eigenvaiues of ilcz ftc ~ jna droa otl n htJs

the stiatedstae-f .ebac -ntrixwil li on he nit as there are alternate parameterizations of linear systems.
thrce.etmtdsaefebc arxwl i nteui there also are alternate parameter sets for the sinusoidal

model as well. Just as there is a staie-space representation
for every' realization of a linear, rational system, there is

1. INRODUTIONalso a state-space representation for every realization of
I. INRODUTIONthe sinusoidal model. The state-space representation of' the

The problem of retrieving multiple sinusoids (with special model for sinusoidal signals (frequencies: w;.
frequencies close to each other) from perturbed time-serieS i-1.2..n) is:
or cnvar~ance information is of special inierest in a vast
range of sigrtai-orocessing applications. Very often the Xlt k ) h x(k)
covariance seauence may have 'a be estimated from time- yk xk
series data, as in Doop' ier processing in radar. It is not where the order of the modiel p is :wtce The number kof
ancommaon. howepver. to encounter applications in which sinusoids, and the eigens'aiuies of F are of init magnitude
the'1 time-sem-esi data are riot measurable while the covari- and equal e", t=1.2 .... The sinusoidal signal y(t) is the
ance :niorrratun !s directly available. Suich situations model's zero-input resnonse to some non-zero initial concdi-
cirise :ni astronoiticai star bearing estimation. interference tion xtlJ). In Ilact. me nave
soectroscoov. and some sensor array appilications. ti=h0 1 3. t))

In reetyears. there has been a great deal of interest
in model-based sinusoid retrieval. Mvodiels convert the and the covariance rt m )of ',he sinusoidal signal satisfies
nion-linear rrorylem it estimating 'he sinusoid frea uencies r(m =hF Ph in~ t  I
:nto, a imaer nroolemn oft stimating 'he parameters of a weePi h ttoainemti.ai h uesrn
inear rnoce:- (11. Fhe second steo in all model-based whderoePs the Hetatioa rancooe mt. aote~ie~r
methocis !s *,ne extraction of 'he desired information ( the tdntsteHriintasoe
!.equenc:csi 'rom 'he estimated mactel parameters [21. The linear prediction model is a canonicai cealization
r~oth sIeps ire mraor*,nt !or lhe 0vPr,-il success of a 1t the above, w-ith

rTidcl- ,asc'zi te!hn'1. Ill -'anuitionine, it either sten can xii L yk t- .'t) Vi-p,

ii'vfr e i' - ct the iverall oeriormance of hle methodi
inu snoutd -e ivoicueu. The reiiabilitv oA the first steo
ienenas )n 'hie stiiation croceuure. and 'hat I 'he a, a, 1, -

--mornc ster) on the sensitivit, of ',he acsirea information ro ) .1

the mci Darameters [31. A onular model for 'he oJ 1 0 '1a

sinusuo rc'tr:e%*.'l Tirot'Ier is The !inear nrecitction mnuil F =. .. h a1 a
irst iised byv Prnnv a 18,91.
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where w, are the frequencies and c, are the Complex amitplitude
ABSTRACT with c, = itc, e', oi being the phase. Such a signal can be

In this paper, we examine the performance of Singular modeled by the following state space model
",.ic Dcomposition (SVD) based methods for esumating the

frequencies of multiple sinusoids. The concept of angle X ,1 =F Xk
between subspaces is used to derive a criteria for determining x(k)= h Xk
when SVD based procedures fail. The signal to noise ratio where the eenvalues of F are of unit artivide n .
(SNR) at which a method breaks dow:% is termed the threshold w "
SNR of the method. It is then shown that existing SVD based It [12.91. This can be verified by considenng the following
methods have a higher threshold SNR than predicted by this useful realization.
criteria. A method that utilizes the singular vectors, and directly F = riaR (e '), (1a)
minimizes the angle between subspaces is developed. The
method is shown to have better performance at low signal to X =(c.c..c,) and h =(1...I). (lb)
noise rauos. The procedure lowers the threshold SNR thereby The triple (FX 5 .h) characterize the model and are not unique. If
extending the range of SNR for which SVD can be used. (F.X 0 .h) is one representation then (T-'FT.T-'X,hT) is also a

representation for any nonsingular matrix T. This
1. !1TRODUCTION nonuniqueriess of the parameter set enables one to choose a

Singular Value Decomposiuon fSVD) has become a very coordinate system that is less sensitive to perturbations
popular tool in signal processing problems. In this paper we [13,9,121. The state space parameters can be estimated by using
examine its use for inc problem of estimating the frequencies of the factorization of matrix 0 given below.
multiple sinusoids in white noise. SVD has been found to be a x(1) x(2) . x(N-L+I) x'(N) K*(,V-l) x'(Ll
very useful tool in obtaining reliable estimates of the frequen- x (2) x(3) x(N-L+2) x'(N-t) x'(N-2) x'(L-.)|

cies. However. very little is known about certain fundamental
issues relating to its use. The issues considered in this paper are: D . .

1) When do SVD based methods fail?
2) Do the SVD based methods that exist for the sinusoid prob- ixtL x(L+t) x(N) X'(N-L t) 1'(N-L x (1)
lcm make the best use of the decomposition?
3) If not, are there procedures that can make the most out of [
using SVD? ba
In ths paper, a criteria based on the angle between subspaces is = X, .FX, F-X, .Z. .FZ. r"-Z,
considered to determine when the SVD based methods fail. ' '
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) at which a method breaks down
is termed the threshold SNR of the method. A low threshold

SNR is a desirable feature for a method. A SVD based State
Space approach is considered 19,121. and is shown to have a = e O. 2)
higher threshold SNR 'han predicted by this criteria. The same
is true for the SVD based Linear Prediction method [3.71. A
method that utilizes the singular vectors, and directly minimizes where E is shown below.
the angle between subspaces is then developed. The method is
shown to have better performance at low signal to noise ratios. h 1
and has a lower threshold SNR. The results also indicate that hF
existing SVD based methods do not make the best use of the hF
subspaces. .

U. BACKGROUND
Here we briefly descr-ibe a SVD based state space

approach for the sinusoid frequency estimation probiem 19,12).
For this discussion we assime that the data is noise free and The maix D arises naturally in a forward and backward
address the issue of noise later. For the sinusoid problem, the approach (3]. The matrix F can be esumated from A in the fol-
data is the sum of complex exponentials. i.e. lowing manner:

X( - t c, e0,
__ _ where

This work was suooorted by the ARMY Research
Office Under Grant No. DAAL-03-86-K-0107.
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lb'ract-%Iahaie-asaed ovecirai etiation techniques consist of eq- q-teo Stec
,et111% t%, tiep,. fie lirst tep is the estimiattuc of a parameter set ' - ---.

frot the data. anad thte econd steut consists of etracting the relevant /
noraintrin the parameter 'et. A numerical analiass at the aver-

wl rittethre can lie pertoried lot. cindUctint! a perturbation analiass Fig. I rhe iw)Io S itt in a MOJIas3CUti ectrumn.silmaji,)n rncthoc

it the tits tzep, eparitliv. \Ne demtonstrate this I1w studs ing the linear
preilictit ap.lproadch hItr ecttiaaaaa the frequenies maC siausmauds in %ohite lem. reliable -estiniaion procedures. ... the eQR and
noa~e. It is sllou'.i t hat iii the hrst step. the cuaatinauitv of the generaliied

,n~erse aztd the cmaactpt 4t amfle hetoceen .uh'paces plav -an imotn SVD approaches. have been developed [21, [31. How-
role. Ilier contamutis concept help% explain the need faar a it)* rank jp- ever, tar the spectral e~stimiation procedure. in addition to
prianaaaat. intI the qualitv maf the Lapprasiomant is .appraised h- usinti the first steo. the second step is also an imporTant. factor.
the mamma: ''I alte liet,,,,en suhipuces. F~or the secmund step. the 'ensi- ftempigr ,eaantrsacio(epcr[
tivits att the terms at the predictoar DUlvroanstal becomoes an impoartant din s npillnditram then armroz spaeo i essra

JI i'l cawnai iN cxaataaae. It is shom. n that iacreasintr the morder ot oani l-odtoethnipo~gSe sls
the ,remt:cmmr Imoimm aaamal ind cm)Iaputingt the iniaataima naorm omaullona effective. On the oitier hand. a reliable parameter ,,et may
proi ides a.c alctuls ton reduce purameter sensitivitv, not alwa,,s be easy t t estimate. So a compromise is tec-

essarv and a proper comnoitatton of the two steps is im-

[,. HrRODUCrTIO portant far success. An evaluation of the two steps sepa-
N reentxeas. her ha ben aratelv provides a Procedure tar evaluating and comparinii-I4 -e,:n teehsen tirrv atactivitv in (he methods, and results in inter.estini! insignts.

Lioplicat~olrt at citadels to spectral e-st'itnation. and they Here we 'onsider the Droblem of estimnatint-t frequencie.s
snhow ureit. promttise [I1I. There is a multitude at tech- of sinusoids in white noilse. For the sinusoid problem. let

*niques- %vith us~iiippraucallv similar behavior. and so their us denote the paramnecer set by 9 [0- 9,* 1 - and
* ertoritintce Cor irute data records becomes an important the ijuantt ot initerest Lire the f'reijuencies w.s. An error

cotsi~raian Conpristi baed n imuatinshav A i the estimate or 61 results In a error _ w. in the fre-
*beeni used to eAluate the methods. InI add Ition to the ,,ta- quencv where
* tistical beha. tor. a nuimertcal exanmination is useful to un-

derstand !heir reliabilitv pertormance inl a tinite-precision . ~ '~

en. rritotit . i.e . when? hxed-point or Iloating-point J 0.
aritititetic: is uscd, lit this paper %ve consider thiis issue. whr

Tot het e inlalvsis. we note that the nodel-hased whr

Imethloi 'can, in ceeal e divided into two distinct steps- - . -

3s inl Fi _ I ,Step I consists of esiimatine a parameter set 0. 1 0, ) O.
that describes the mnodel, and Step 11 consists at deter-
ainintie he e'::itt trmatin from the paramneter osti- and
mates. Bwi til tps ire itttoortant ito the overall uccess of- ~ .I the ineth id. Ill -,aonutiiitin at either step can adversely

ettct h e v%~il tiramac t the method and needs to The e-rror _ O is I result it the addiwi\e woise in 'fe duaa
le i'.otdcti. Re it:iiHe mit miation (Step I) is, clearlyv an tin- arid is also due !o rinit tprecision aihei
ptitamiii in d Its- ileen !iven a fai r amount at atten- r! . 7w E[!A~ 7, !S R
hil Ft'r cril.in the determitnistic !east squares prob-

where

'i i rift ,_--,t cti \nrii I J 7~X rcv,cd Iintiur\:. ruiin -.mrik.:
-s-,~cririmm 'j e !~ j- \rinrv 9.cscarcn i, t inct ;rant IAAL 0t. 7

ir ic,r ,in ic )c,rrintcnt 'i \1rhcA -JIc':1, noc 1Int n

- 1:1 *s 1i:TI LC - '_ncc uinc-, t C.1ilt rnfa jt Sin i-o

- ' ' i ,,s! mni n c tt n errJ c c 'Ic lomrtom rctcrrc~lto c n ni r avr Mef

mt '.'~c'.~cr -5~i~'i2 noirm j~ i

Nt6 rli(, ~5 1 Xil"7tmt- I1020s1 1( 1 00 PX IEEE
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ABSTRACT

san -ar. : naii% re she pert-rronce of twvo subsoace basedi PROBLEM FORMULATION
rmeutoos. ESPRIT. aod :,,c Toe[)jitz.\ Acroximation Method (TANI), The probleNm of estmaie te lirecrton of arrival of V4
taor timntcritm --he carccon ot arrivai D0A1 of plane waves in incoherent plane waves incident on a linear couisriaced array of L
.%nize notse. n ::ae c:ase of a linear equiscaced sensor array, it is sensors is considered in this Paoer. For ine 4ih ociservatron period
4noown tiat E.)PRIT. !;kc TAM. can be treated via a state soace for- (snapshot), the spatial sampies or the signal plus noise are given by

muaion eacic 'o inieresuing insights. The state tansition ax r -k) k).t

TAM1, by a diauooal simaiarrv oTansformarion. The "erorrnance or-14N 1  I
:hese rnenous is aaso -inaivzea, In particular. aysmutoic tesuiis for = s. k ,ik j )a P, e),~ V
bhe mnean s ouared error in the estimates of the dircnon of arrival are [~
lcrve'j tor cactin or the above mentioned mernods. Simoie closed 2
forri exoressions tar the one source case are derived, and comnared where W; =--- sine;. d being the separanon between sensors. .
vim to rc -*stoo ox rrcsions for the .\iormum-Nom meutodX
ana MUSIC. Caomcuter simuiaions are provided to substantie the the wavelength of the incident sin~al. 2a e1 the direction of arrival.
:,ra ai Sis. The subsvace- based methoas estimate the signal zeros

-i e , 1=.... from whicti inc signal Creauencies w;'s and ihen
INTRODIACTION the DOA's 6; are deternined. As in [6.711, ir is assumeid that 1Vt is a

Subsotice basedj metnods have been develotcd and studied by seotience af indecencent. mean zero GaussiaA random vectors. i.c
a omoe orresareers Inthi pcerye nalze he eririnnc E[.V, .' =r- I; 5q The noise is assumed indecendent of the corn-

o)c :he suoa;racc :acae oetids used. in estimating moe .Direction or piex signal aroI airudies 9,Li whicm are also modeled as Deing jointly
Arrivi (DOA) or -riane waves in noise. Due to length considera- Gaussian. The covartance mnaact P of the amutindes whose c-
trans. in tots pacer. we airesent only a derailed examination of ments aric P11, where Pji EP' 1.is assumed to be of rankMi
ESPRIT [11, and ,rie Toeniitz .\coroximauion Mletnod (TAM) [3]. and has distinct ergenvaiues.
T11e aoproacn can bx extenoed to analyze the Mlinimum-Norm Now we make some commrents regarding the notation and con-
metnixi 12.:91 and MUSIC '5]3. venrions used throughout the moe nacer. 7'is used :o denote ti-n-

NIUSIC vas %ie tirnt method that showed the benefits of using spose. - to denote compliex coniue ate. 'H' :o denote commex canto-
I Sii~r'acc stasel acormraci 1-0l. Some theoretical results comrianniz gate ta-ascose and +~ to denote ::-e M\oorc-Pmnrose :?scuio-inverse.
MUSiC. and :he Minimum-Norm tnethoc can be found in [6.71 Also E[.] and the superscript - will be used initercnangeably to

vorsia cnrtarcesation of the methlods was done bv examnining denote the exoectaoion operator. In this paoer. , is used to denote
the. studl sect-im. Some -como~ansons of MUSIC with ESPIRIT can estimates, a-nd suoscrict s ro denote parameters associated with the

:eso nd i01. ESPRIT is. 14ke MUSIC. a general approach, and signal alone. Also if v is a vector of lengin L. then v' ania v" denote
wasde~eiaseato veramesom ofthecomuraon nd har vectors of len gth L -I formed s'rom dhe brat and last L-1 elements

stisorranon -:aoutres:ncnrS or MUSIC I .3.91. It is conceruaily dif- Of Y, i.e. if Y =" KYt............L thenr
t- ntn at E cafus tsar an arrmy of identical doublets. i.e. retautes Y=Yt. .L-1 alto =f ' ........ For

thei =irv to stassess a disoiacement invanance. In return. it does not comoaactniess of representauion. w.e define two iL - i [XL snamrces 1
need ICtaiieen inaarmation acout the array geometry ind -lement ants
crraractcrssittcs. Here we )nyv consider its perrormance in the con- 4t 'V Q2)
text or a !inear -cuiscaced sensor arrmy. The uise of the Toeptirm ~-II Li
Acroxration '.letzodj TAMI) far DOA estimation was first sUit- Note that %,'= lVy and v" = 1W. . For mac-ices we have the follow-
gesedu in S 'I. T.VM is a metoa. 'ike the Mlinimum-Norm metnoct. .n ovnin fBi a uax hn3ad3ae -i[~

mat -- as rirsr cvste for the sinusoid freauency estimation ptoo- mamces containing the iirst andlast L-I rows of B. i.e.
ecm 13.111. .\.xv...eaure of the method is that it is based on a'state
sice mod. Sucri madeling has neneris that wvere discussed in

.I.. 3 . tia - i] become --:earer as the diiscussion oroirrsses. :,nb
tac, :t -. iil 1-c ino-n nhat EiSPRIT can also be described undier tnis-
tat-mnutation Icasing to insits into its rtrorniance. B H { 3

The oranz_-rian or the oacr vs as follows. A State Scace -or- 11 b
riciatlon is usca to) ;c-crirc ESPRIT. and esraolish the relarionsaop
-ctwetn 7AI Lnci ESPRM.IT. svmctotical resuirs tar :he mean
;ouareil trear :n toe !:stimates of the DOA in eacn of the two cases b
ire set-ved ancr corrcared. The results are ocectmiized tor te one
, ourc case. -ind comorared with the corresionaine exoressions tor Also Lir is used to denoate the ero s uanuitv r. w'here may ' a
tie lIinimum-. .nrr snetiota and 'MUSIC. Simuiatton rtsuits are scatar. vector or matix,.
scretentel and me-'uriport toe analysis. The covantance mat of sac observation v.ector '." ins ini

eigendecomftoositioti and can be -written as

ss vfrk vas usttsnrTcd :v *tie ARMY Researcn Office mo r ?t -., sis, =E .\S E"=,.\,c (-";. (A)
3::ant "o. Q-AA L 2 .q-r 1.O.1(7

92:s~.st:i i ars~' (
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ABSTRACT where w i = 2,cd sin9,, d being the separation betveen sen-
In this paper, we analyze the performance of Root-Music. a k
vanation of the popular MUSIC algorithm, for estimating the sors, X the wavelength of the incident signal, and 8, the direc-
direction of arrival (DOA) of plane waves in white noise in Uon of arrival. Root-Music estimates ; = e : u), t =l...,f. the
the case of a linear equispaced sensor array. The performance signal zeros, from which wi's, the signal frequencies, and
of the method is analyzed by examining the perturbation in then the DOA's 9i are determined. As in (311, the noise
the roots of the polynomial formed in the intermediate step of vector Nt is assumed to be a zero mean, complex white
Root-Music. In particular, aysmptotic results for the mean Gaussian random vector, i.e. Nt Nil' = an' I 81. The noise is
squared error in the estimates of the direction of arrival are assumed independent of the complex signal amplitudes p"kI
derived. Simple closed form expressions are derived for the which are also modeled as being jointly Gaussian. The
one and two source case to get further insight. Computer covariance matrix P of the amplitudes whose elements are
simulations are provided to substantiate the analysis. An im- P,, where P1 = E [pi 1) 

p k ] . is assumed to be of rank li,
portant outcome of this analysis is an explanation as to why and has distinct eigenvalues.
Root-Music is superior to the popular MUSIC algorithm In this paper. 'T' is used to denote transpose, to denote
, here one examine the peaks of the spatial spectrum. complex conjugate, and H to denote complex conjugate tran-

spose. Also E[.] and the superscript -- " will be used inter-
L INTRODUCTION changeablv to denote the expectation operator. In this paper,

Eigen-Decomposition based methods have recently been . is used to denote estimates, and subscript s and n to denote
extensively used in esumaung the Direction of Arrival (DOA) parameters associated with the signal and noise respectively.
of plane waves in noise 11.6). These methods, often referred The covariance matrix of the observation vector Yk has
to as subspace based methods, have been shown to perform an cicendecomposibon and can be written as
ve'-v well and are capable of resolving closely spaced sources. I
MUJSIC was the first method that showed the benefits of using R = YkY:'=" X1 S, S" = E A E" = E, A, El
a sub-pace based approach [I1. The MUSIC algonthm com- l-t
putes a spatial spectrum from the noise subspace, and deter-
mines the DOA's from the dominant peaks in the spectrum.
Another popular variation of MUSIC is Root-lusic 121. E =1 1 . S, . ,_ 1. E, = IS 1 .S .... S,] (,3a
Root-Music. as described in more detail later, is similar to
MUSIC in many respects except that the DOA's are deter- A =diag (X, .1 XL). and
mined from the roots of a polynomial formed from the noise .\ s = diagt4. . - • 4 3b)
quhspace. Though MUSIC is applicable to general known
array confiurions. Root-lusic is mainly suitable in the Also
context of a linear equispaced sensor array [2). Some theoret- = G2 > = a .> >
ical results comparing MUSIC, and the Minimum-Norm
me!hoJ can be found in 13.A) wherein a characterization of > '-MtI 

=  
"-L = an

the methods was done by examining the null spectrum. Our k, are the eigenvalues of R. and S, the corresponding ortho-
%ork examines Root-Music. and characterizes the mean normai eigenvectors. The subspace based methods estimate
squared error in the estimates of the DOA's directly. The the DOA's from either the subspace E,, i.e. the space spanned
analvsis provides insient into why Root-Music is superior to by the eigenvectors corresponding to the W dominant eteen-
the popular MLSIC algorithm where one examines the peaks values, termed the signal subspace, or its orthogonal comple-
in the spatial spectrum. ment EN. where E, = [Stfj, , • - -,S 1, termed the noise

subspace. P5 and Py are used to denote the orthogonal pro-
jection operators onto the signal and noise subspace respec-

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION lively.
The problem of i, the direction of a-rival of if This paper considers the effect of using an estimated

incoherent plane waves incident on a lincz. cquispaced ary covariance matrix. Usually an estimate of the covanance
of 1. sensors is considered in this paper. For the kth nbserva- matrix is obtained by (time) averaging N independent
,ion period snapshot), the spatial samples of the signal plus snapshots, i.e.
noiqe are given by

I fi- I N

y '- 4)" jP-i N .  (I) N k=i

4 where

hi-, wi uorinrled y -h- APMY P'yparch 3ffice
2-'2.C S7,C-l *,. D,",,S-)3-S -"-0l'7. 0 =1[88 '" " .M.A-L PiRESS)
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STATE SPACE NIETH-ODS FOR DOA EST.IATION '
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A BSTRA CT

In this papier. we txamrie stt spacz methods for esaimating te direction of arrival of plane ,waves from a
Linea equistiaczd sensor array. From a ccmuutarional -,oirnr or view, the approach only invoives manamx operations and
is iable f'cr syszoiic.'wave_ 'onc imentaion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Develcomemr of Ligznal Drcessing algorrIhms cor iropiementaic n on Svstolic,;Wavefmor aciecue have been
of £nterest in the past few years Ll221j. In this paper,. we txamine methods for estimating the direction of arrival
(DOA) of plane waves using a .inezr equispaced sensocr array .with a view to implement themn on sysroiic~wavefront
arrays. In the context of DOA etamation. subspacz based mnethtods have recently received a 2reat deald of amenriton
Exarnples of such methods are MUSiC [L41, E-:SR.I 'L 1. the Toeplitz Approximation Method (TAM~) [651 tc. In par-
ticular IMUSIC aas 7eceived a geat deal of attenitioa. Th-e various steps of a MUSIC aigcritrhn are summarized in
F,.g. 1. Note tha= there are etficient sysw~ic archirec~zres to perforrm the fims two steps. namely covariance computa-
tion and -.igendecomposition. However the process of computing the null spectrum D (CO) and locaoung the peak~s In
its inverse is comnouraonally expersive and not very amenable u) 5vstoic processing. In this paper. we examine
stare space. based methods. State soact met-hods for these problems were first suggested in '6.,1. T1he computatonal
steps in the method are based soieliv on matrix oper-aons making it an aaraiztive candidate for systolic implementa.-
bions. Note that ESPIRdI for a linear equispaced arrmy can be =iered via this formaLism. Be--u- of its applicability
to more general array contiguions, the ideas presented here have wider applicability.

H. STATE SPACE APPROACH

The problem of estimating te deconof arrwal of.'Kfinccherent plane waves incident on a liear eouispaced
array of L senisors using stzte space rnet"ods :s :osee n :his pacer. For the * :h observation period snacsnot1),
the spatial samples of ' e iigcial plus oicsc are given l

M M

nIhis .4ork was supported by the AR.'.Y Resarch Officz under Grant No. DAAL-O3-M-K-
0107.
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ABSTRACT and variance a, 7-The error mn ',he case of additton :s
In this :?aoer, :he roundoiff noise prooerties oi floating ( and mnte c-ase of multinicration is 5: .. A

point state-soace diet:,tal filters-is exam-nned. t is shown that siznificant difference between nixec :noint and t!oating ooint
:h-, rounooff noise benavior of trnese filters is retic to ner aritnimeric is iha' the !t-ror caused :)v :-ounii;te in uin~oecient sensitivity. Expression ,or t na'ice he varact of toe OUt- point arithmetic is ,ernenount on :he signl Ti cnr
out -ouncoff noise is erived when tne :nout to tnie nilter is a dence of .ne rounding =t-or on the! signal makes to:_ anaivsis
zero mean winie sense stanionar. rzndom process.. These Less -ctabie. To car", out :ne anaiysis some carL:tui 7anl-
cx:oressions. as txpected. depend on te input signa stalts- pulations are necessa-. We now con sider in detail the float-
tics along with :ne -liters parameters. in narucular te con- ing, point computation of the inner product. a comoputatton
-oiiaoilirv and inservabairt gmmians. often used in a stic-space ntir. The inner proct- 0r tne

vector J L1 .. 11]~ and 'X ,::x3 ;' :s civen by

L. !NTROD1JCTION As will be clcar rom te discusston bDelow. the t-r due to
Foattng p)oint aritnmetic is wideciv used in sien ai pro- 9i-ti prcso laigpitaihei ilcnnd on

-tssing omutations. More tectniiv. wtth the mc-easing re fte prtos
avai aoiitv ot floating poi capability in signal processing
Cins. nsi g.nt into aigonthms em-nooing floating p oint ari t h- Y! a)t U )fM/a:, 1u.
me ic s 01 interest. This paper considers the orobiem of c:l-5 :- -o ,~ ~{
di,_ical 'ie- mrolemnentation. and examines the ef~fect. of
floanng point aritnmetic on them. n -artcular Iloarin! pouint Xa I A~: - .~
state-soact i:a itr are anaivzed. The p)roolem Of usin SIPAai-- a l---a
.xtC 7oint aitnc ancn cesign ot minimral roundoff filtes- -

Cts Ke nown ' n c-ono-ast. :ittuz is "nown aou a b I
70UnIC )f" noise n filtrs emnployng floaning point arithmetic. where Aa. =A, c a-id an--' aric
Effect of floating p)oint antoimentc on niiaa filters has bee-n - E, -- EScia-is'r anpoim n s-c.nstudied in the context of direct, cascade and parallel omi anafrtinra p ro-a nsres-

andparialy or tae mcedietalfiter f5'j. Here a ably accurate since the errors will be assunmed :on--n .. . -rando variables. Suchi acnroximations w-.' -,e maceata:ied -e-aument of tne :erfects of uising floating point arib thoinhs pac. Nt a
mettc :n staite-space dJigetai filters is presented. this- pape.N t tral~ 'a, A

I1. FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC Au l=aa,0 AI.J,=i-i
Thru~hut hi paer t il e asued hatflati-)fth a503 a:. Note tat trne tesulring tors areco-

Throu~~~~~zhout~~ ~ ths:a.ri ilb suc htlan ated. Lfteooeratons o1 tnet nner nrocuct Aert c4one npoint numoers ars stamen tni the form (Sign " LL-,. Where Ui different order .,men Mne 7eSU~t2nt error7s nave........arc v havt a nxeo numner of bits. Also it will be assumed Characteristtcs. i..
toat roundJing is used .rn all operattons. Truncation can b~e

me~ iot a s-tmilar manner. TheC notation1 -1r.) wille a ~ 'i :-Uct
used to d4enote the mnachtne number -esuizinz from oan
pnt operztton. :n tioaung point operations tere a1re :rrors 5. l ux
in noin addttnons and m7uittp ications '3,-;, i.e. The cri-ors ia. are :orrejatea and have.tere~ tts~s

x C).An mportant onservatin n tnts context :s n ue f 7r
7rocuct oraired using, faa'-' -o1.n, Sr~met st-ectano inner - roduct )f a verco e0 . -7
hnis Paner we wilI snow tnat zonscerac~e :nsiznt can ne'

obtaintdn o'.-sing tate above sirnn ~enmttn ito
and cYs.5 3Y. being Tie niumber Of bits used to Iloatanz .oin~t inner -oroaucr comnutanon nnsccess. Note -at
7C"rCSent tre mantissa. The ftror variables E and 5 are testatistics ot .A-a ,eoenid on .nc -"er :n .vntc: ti-ic -r
assumc to De rannom variables uifformly disaibuted Produc: is :omnuted. We -tow appiv :rts moct to tre oo-
netweeln -:- and Z~The error vanaies have zero mne:n e of state space caigtta.

T..is worK was suvported by -'c A-R.MY Researon- Officet
under Gjrant No. D.,AL-03-16-r-0107. and -)y toe Narionai
Sctence- H undarion tinder Grant No. MUP- 7-; :984. Thie overnar d4enotes tne :.\ecat n.aor
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ABSTRACT L
In this paper, we analyze the performance of the~S [E E E. 1 E JZ 2

Minimum-Norm method for estimating the direction of arrival
(DOA) of Wiane waves in white noise in the case of a linear where
equispaced sensor array. The per-formance of the method is E=[,5, .S. E. [ ... .] (a
analyzed by examining the pe rturbation in the roots of the E [IS L, E S , Sf(a
poiynomiali formed in the inter-mediate step of the Minimum- A diag al ,X, , and
Norm method. In particular. aysmototic results for the mean d,.g A-
squared error in the estimates of mne direction of arrival ar _3 ,A).(b)
derived. Simple closed form expressions are derived for the Also
one and two source case to get further insight. Computer %, x[-a>x.= > cy > qr

simulations are provided to substantiate the analysis. The
results obtained are compare-d to those obtained for Root- > X.4.1 ( .
Music and it is shown that the relative performance of 'meC two A~ are the eigenvalues of R, and S: the corresponding or-tho-
methods is directly dependent on tne rario of inei parameter normal eigenvectors. This paper considers the effect or using

senstiviiesan estimnated covariance matrx. Usually an estimate of the
L INTRODUCTION covariance mtarix is obtained by (rime) aveniaman N indepen-

Eigen-Decomposition based methods have recently been dent snapshots, iLe.
extensively used in estimating the Direction oi Arrival (DOA) 1V N kEH
of piane waves in noise. These methods, often ref'erred to as N , 1
subspace based methods, have been shown to erformn very
well, and are capable of resolving closely spaced sources. In where
recent years a statistical evaluation of these methods has been i 2 . S 1 = diag (kt).I
conducted by a number of researchers [Z-4.91. Our work
examaies the Minimum-Norm method [11, and characterizes Let St St Tit and t %t + Dk. The analysis makes use

the mean squared error in the estimates of the DOA's. of the asymptotic properties of the errors r-% an~d %. Asvrtip-I
Motivated by our observauons regarding Root-MUSIC [41, we t -IaI the errors are jointly Gaussian random variables with
examine the error in the roots of the polynomiual formed in the the errors in the eigenvector-s being indepecndent of the errors

intrmditestp f heMiimm-or mthd.Th rsuts inth egevaue 11.Itha_ benshwnin_5_tatorth

obtained are compared with those for Root-Music leading to errors corresponding to the MI signal eigetivec-ors,
interesting insights. L AL

U. PROBLEM FORMULATION ~ k~ N r' % k )'S

The problem of estimating the direction of arnival of ;W
incoherent plane waves incident on a 'linear equispaccd array and
ot L sensors is considered in this paper. For the kii observa'-
tion period (snapshot), the spatial sarrpies of the signal plus ~ 1-3 (') (5)T1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s 1 isj, I o(-
noise are given by N (X±

yT FM kl, k,)e.W (k Ski)whre is the kronecker delta. In [12.3], it was shown that

2rtk rk - at Sk 0 (N-). t6 )
where woi d sin8j, d beng thec separation between sen- 2,N l= k~' - &

sors. k~ the wavelength of the inctdenit signal, and 9, :he direc-
tion of arrval. As in [23] he noise vector .Vk s assumned. to -IM 'Rbe~nmean, complex white Gaussian random vect-or. i.e. 111. MINIC -.NORI METHOD
Nk ,VPa n I 6 ,j. The noise is assumed independent of the In the Minimum-Norm method [1]. -he DOAs are found
complex signal amplitudes oi which are also modeled as by locating the peaks of S(co), where
being jointly Gaussian. The covananct matix2__L~jh
amplitudes whose elements are P, where , r 5 S(W)
is assumed to be of rank MI and hias distinct ciffervaiuci. In adDti emdtenl pcrm[ 1 sdfnda
this paper, the overbar ('--'" will be used o denote :ie cxpec-
tation ooerator: D cw) = ![ .g H V (Wirt2,

Subspace based methods estimate e" il..M
the signal zeros. from which w,';. te signal .requenies. and wihVot=--i , i'' [1. sa
then the DOA's 8, are determined. 7hey utilize .*e tigen- ic unotes the pseudoinve-se. T denotes transpose,
decomposition of the covarianc: matrix ot .he observation denotes complex conjugate. H denotes compolex coniugate

vectr Y"i~e Tanoos. Alo ^is used to deniote estimates and subscinot s
7nisorK VdS s ,oorted by t'~e RMY esearc 3"ice and ii denote parameters associated with signal and noise

respctively.
uflce ' San t 'lo. :AAL- 23-35- - 2127.
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SENSITIVITY CONSIDERATIONS IN STATE SPACE MODEL t
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, state space models are considered for estimating the frequencies of multiple sin-

susoids. and robust coordinate systems for frequency estimation are identified. I: is shown that

the ideal parameter set involves estimating an unitary state transition matrix, and then comput-

ing its eigenvalues to obtain an estimate of the frequencies. Procedurt- to estimate such ma-

t.ices from covariance and time series data are examined. It is shown that two state space

methods, the Totplitz Approximation Method (TAM) and the Direct Data Approximation

(DDA), estimate robust state transition matrices.

This work was supported by the ARMY Research Office under Grant No.
DAAL-03-86-K-0107.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, two subspace based methods, ESPRIT and the Toeplitz Approximation

Method (T.\,), for estimatingz the direction of arrival (DOA) of plane waves in white noise

in the case of a linear equispaced sensor array are evaluated. It is shown that the least squares

version of ESPRIT and TAM result in the same estimate, and are statistically equivalent. It is

shown that asymptotically, the estimates obtained using Least Squares ESPRIT and Total

Least Squares ESPRIT have the same mean squared error. Expressions for the asymptotic

mean squared error in the estimates of the direction of arrival are derived for the methods.

Simple closed form expressions are derived for the one and two source case to get further

insight. Computer simulations are provided to substantiate the analysis.

nfis work was supported by the ARMY Research Office under Grant No. DAAL-03.86-K-
01I07.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we analyze the performance of Root-Music, a variation of the popular

MUSIC algorithm, for estimating the direction of arrival (DOA) of plane waves in

white noise in the case of a linear equispaced sensor array. The performance of the

method is analyzed by examining the perturbation in the roots of the polynomial

formed in the inte-mediate step of Root-Music. In particular, aysmptotic results for the

mean squared error in the estimates of the direction of arrival are derived. Simple

closed form expressions are derived for the one and two source case to get further in-

sight. Computer simulations are provided to substantiate the analysis. An important

outcome of this analysis is an explanation as to why Root-Music is superior to the po-

pular MUSIC algcrithm where one examines the peaks of the spatial spec-mm.

EDICS CATEGORY :5.2.2

*"nis -eirk was suoorted by the ARMY Research Office under Grant No.
DA.AL- 02-6- '- 0107.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the roundoff noise properties of floating point state-space digital filters is

examined. It is shown that the roundoff noise behavior of these filters is related to their

coefficient sensitivity. An exact expression for the variance of the output roundoff noise is

derived when the input to the filter is a zero mean wide sense stationary random process.

Surprisingly, these expressions are tractable and depend on the input signal statistics along

with the filter parameters, in particular the controiability and observability granmians. For the

case where double precision accumulation is used, it is shown that the optimal filters are simi-

lar to those obtained when using fixed point arithmetic. Also the roundoff noise of (single pre-

cision) second order filter structures is studied in detail.

4.2, 4.6

*This work was supported by the ARMY Research Office under Grant No. DAAL-03-86-K-
0107, and by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. MIP-87-11984.
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'minimum-norm method
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direction of arrival from the peaks of a spectrum [1]. In
Abstract: The performance of the minimum-norm addition, the analysis gives an insight into the difference
method, both root and spectral forms. for estimat- between procedures that employ a root-finding approach
ing the direction of arrival (DOA) of plane waves and those that examine peaks in the spectrum.
in white noise is analysed for the case of a linear
equispaced sensor array. In particular, asymptotic
results for the mean squared error in the estimates 2 Problem formulation
of the directi3n of arrival are derived. Simple The problem of estimating the direction of arrival of M
closed-form expressions are derived for the one The prob e of ves inhdeton of arriao.
and two source case to get further insight. Corn- incoherent plane waves incident on a linear equispaced
puter simulations are provided to substantiate the array of L sensors is considered in this paper. For the kth
analysis. The results ottained are compared to observation period (snapshot), the spatial samples of the
those obtained for root-MUSIC and it is shown signal plus noise are given by
that the relative performance of the two methods [yT,, yk.y]
is directly dependent on the ratio of their param- .W .
eter sensitivities. _ _)_L P k. . .N r  (1)- ' (k) Z k a

where
1 Introduction

In this paper. we analyse the statistical performance of an w = .-- d sin 8i
eigendecomposition based method, the minimum-norm
method [1]. Eigendecomposition-based methods have d being the separation between sensors, . the wavelength
recently been extensively used in estimating the direction of the incident signal, and O the direction of arrival.
of arrival (DOA) of plane waves in noise. These methods, Subspace-based methods estimate the signal zeros zi =
often referred to as subspace-based methods, have been ei'"', i = 1 ... , M, from which the signal frequencies cv,
shown to perform very well, and are capable of resolving and then the DOAs Oi are determined. As in References 2
closely spaced sources. In recent years a statistical evalu- to 6, the noise vector Nk is assumed to be a zero mean,
ation of these methods has been conducted by a number complex white Gaussian random vector, i.e. N, N" =
of researchers [2-6]. For instance, some theoretical a-' lb,. The noise is assumed to be independent of the
results comparing MUSIC, and the minimum-norm complex signal amplitudes pl ) which are also modelled as
method can be found in References 2 and 3, wherein a being jointly Gaussian. The covariance matrix P of the
characterisation of the methods was done by examining amplitudes whose elements are P1 , where Po =
the null spectrum. More recent work on the analysis of [p p )'], is assumed to be of rank M and has distinct
MUSIC can be found in References 4, 5 and 6. Some eigenvalues.
comparisons of MUSIC with ESPRIT, as well as root- The overbar '-' will be used to denote the expectation
MUSIC with ESPRIT, based on computer simulations, operator in this paper. Also, T is used to denote trans-
can be found in References 7 and 8. Our work examines pose, * to denote complex conjugate, H to denote
the minimum-norm method, and characterises the mean complex conjugate transpose, and - to denote the
squared error in the estimates of the DOAs. Motivated Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Further, ' is used to
by our observations regarding MUSIC [6], we examine denote estimates and subscripts s and n to denote param-
the error in the roots of the polynomial formed in the eters associated with the signal and noise respectively. Aix
intermediate step of the minimum-norm method. The is used to denote the error in parameter x, which may be
results obtained are compared with those for root- a scalar, vector or matrix.
MUSIC. leading to interesting insights. It is shown that The covariance matrix of the observation vector Y is
the relative performance of the two methods is directly given by
dependent on the ratio of the parameter sensitivities. It is R = = Y + I (a)
shown that this error is also related to the original
minimum-norm method, in which one determines the where
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATRIX PENCIL AND STATE SPACE "

BASED HARMONIC RETRIEVAL METHODS

Bhaskar D. Rao

AMES Dept. - System Science, R-01 I
Univ. of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the relationship between a state space approach and the matrix

pencil method for the problem of estimating the parameters of damped and undamped

sinusoids. It is shown that the methods are very similar in the exact data case, and have minor

difference in implementation in the noisy data case.

EDICS : 5.1.2
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EFFECT OF SPATIAL SMOOTHING ON THE PERFORMANCE OF

MUSIC AND THE MINIMUM-NORM METHOD

Bhaskar D. Rao and K.V.S. Har

ANES Department - System Science
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La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we analyze the effect of using a spatially smoothed forward-backward

covariance matrix on the performance of Root-Music and the root Minimum-Norm method for

estimating the direction of arrival of plane waves in white noise in the case of a linear

equispaced sensor array. In particular, aysmptotic results for the mean squared error in the

estimates of the signal zeros and the direction of arrival are derived. Simple approximations

are made to obtain insight into the performance of the methods. It is shown that the use of a

forward-backward covariance estimate and spatial smoothing is far more beneficial to the

Minimum-Norm method than to MUSIC. Proper spatial smoothing enables the performance of

the Minimum-Norm method to be made comparable to MUSIC. Also, in the case of MUSIC

"nough spatial smoothing improves the spectral efficiency factor, minimal smoothing is desir-

able for Root-Music. Computer simulations are provided to substantiate the analysis.

EDICS: 5.2, 5.2.2, 5.2.3
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STATE SPACE MODEL-BASED PARAMETER ESTIMATION "

METHODS AND SOME APPLICATONS

Bhaskar D. Rao

AMES DepL- System Science, R-011
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La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews state space model-based methods for signal processing applications. A state space frame-
work is shown to provide a convenient tool for exposing and exploiting structure inherent in many model based
methods. It is also shown that there exist state space methods which are robust to noise in data, and to numerical
errors. From a computational point of view, the methods are often less complex than existing competing methods.
Futhermore they only involve matrix operations which are suitable for systoLic/wavefront implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, state space model based methods for model based signal processing are reviewed [1-61. Rational
modeling of signals followed by estimation of the parameters of the model has been extensively discussed in the sig-
nal processing literature. Most often in this context, a direct form or transfer function parameterization of the models -

has been used. In this paper, state space representation of these models along with methods based on these respresen-
tations are discussed. The key features of a state space based approach are summarized below.

-1. The state space framework provides a convenient mechanism for exposing the structure that is present in model -

based methods.
2. Robust methods to estimate the state space parameters of these models are available. They result in model based

-signal processing methods that are numerically robust, and highly accurate even when noisy finite data records are -

used.
3. The computational complexity of these methods is usually less or comparable to existing competitive methods.

-Morever, the operations involved are matrix oriented making them suitable for systolic/wavefmnt implementation. -

11. STATE SPACE MODELING

In signal processing, digital filters or linear time invariant (LTD systems with rational transfer functions have
played a central role. Most often they are described using constant coefficient difference equations, i.e.

0 py (n) = i y a (n -) + u b (n-i
i=l i---

where u (n) is the input and y (n) the ourpuL In the transform domain the system is described by its transfer func-
tion H (z) where

H =)-A (: ) (2a)
B (:)
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